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Dear Bill
1. I know there is no existing money for capital works in relation to a Tier 3 (or Tier 2 etc) build. However, I
recall you mentioned in the 16 August CEO teleconference (I dialed in from a very cold parking lot at
Bunnings in Melbourne!) that the Branch was going to apply for up to $20Million from Q Health/Treasury,
and if successful up to $9Million could be given to fund the build for two Tier 3 sites (2 x 4.5M each) in
Townsville and Metro South.
Could you clarify whether this potential funding exists, and if so, when will the window to apply open?
2. If at all possible, I am committed to drawing up a models of care for Tier 2a, Tier 2b, Tier 3 and other
services (i.e. Intensive Mobile Youth Outreach Services) that are In scope with IHPA, and will therefore
attract Commonwealth growth funding. What is In-scope for 2013/14 from IPHA is easily obtainable, though
how we write up a model of care that cannot defined as an out-of-scope child & youth mental health service
might be challenging!.
I understand that the Tier 3 model recommended by the ECRG is at odds with the National MHSPF and will
struggle to attract attention in the ABF model of funding. However, I've been told that the draft National
MHSPF document, which defines what will be In-scope and Out of Scope under the proposed Service
Planning Framework, is not publically available. If this is the case, how can we write up a model of services
for a draft document that we don't have access to?
Could you please advise.
Cheers
Stephen

Dr Stephen Stathis
Clincal Director
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